Don’t let your back doors and walls stay in the shadows

Brighten your service areas up with the new **GE Evolve LED L-Series Wall Pack, EWLS**

Those out-of-the-way service areas and exit doors seem insecure when lighting is inadequate. Our **new** GE solution helps solve the problem via a remarkably compact and affordable design that puts the LED light exactly where it’s needed most. This affordable new LED innovation is easy to install, and reduces light trespass issues through precision targeted optics.

- Increased Sense of Security
- High LPW and rated life for energy savings and rapid payback
- Simple & Fast Installation
- Zero up-light construction, full cutoff
- Unique, patented aesthetic compliments GE Area Lights
- Robustly engineered and tested using GE Six Sigma standards
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GE LED solutions are backed by a history of innovation, performance, stability and the international reputation of our 130-plus years in the business. We test all our products in both in-house and independent labs to ensure the highest performance standards. Building on a history of quality and excellence that dates back to Edison’s first electric light, we bring an unsurpassed depth and breadth of expertise to our new GE Evolve LED L-Series Wall Pack, EWLS. It’s ideal for remote entrances, walkways and building perimeters.

- **1500 and 4000 lumen** packages available
- Designed to replace 50W to 250W MH wall packs, offering significant energy savings
- Small form-factor, <10lbs for easy handling
- Color Temperature options (CCT): **3000K, 4000K, 5000K**
- International Dark-Sky Association (IDA) Approved for 3000K CCT
- Impact resistant tempered glass lens
- 120-277 and 347 voltage versions
- Fully sealed from outdoor environmental elements
- Optional features: Motion sensor, Button PE, and 0-10V dimming available
- Available in flush-mount or conduit box with knock-out entry points on sides and top for easy installation
- Fast 2-5 day delivery from GE’s QuickShip stocking program

Companion **Wall Pack** to EAL **Area Light** product series

There’s an added feeling of **safety** with the reliability of the GE brand.
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